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Abstract
The wise enterprise recognizes the need for objective metrics and measurements and the real need to provide
a foundation and environment in which the enterprise and its users can participate in business success, gather,
filter and analyze information and establish metrics to monitor and manage results at every level in the
organization. To meet these goals, an enterprise must select a sophisticated BI solution with powerful KPI and
other BI and CPM features that are simple enough for every user and accessible from within and outside the
walls of the enterprise.
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Key Performance Indicators (KPI) – A Critical Component of Enterprise Business
Intelligence (BI)
To begin, let’s establish the definition of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). Without an understanding of this
critical method of measuring success, an enterprise cannot begin to consider or select appropriate metrics.
Key Performance Indicators are an accepted method of measuring business success using objective metrics
and quantifiable guidelines. KPIs can be used to evaluate overall success against goals, plan vs. actual
performance, or the success of a particular activity, goal, department or product.
In order to qualify, a prospective metric must be measurable and appropriate for the area of the business. In
manufacturing, for example, a metric might be achieving zero defects on the production line. In sales, a metric
might compare the number of sales calls to the number of contract signings, or the number of reorders based
on the original order listing from one period to another.
First and foremost, the metric must accurately measure something that is important to the business. If an
enterprise establishes metrics for things that do not factor into success, a business analyst would say you are
measuring the wrong thing.
Establishing and monitoring metrics for key activities may result in critical improvements to the business,
following which a new set of metrics might be established to measure the success of a new process or product
feature.
There are numerous reasons why a business should establish, monitor and manage KPIs. Here are just a few:
 Objective metrics mitigate guess work, subjective opinions and assumptions about success


Metrics reveal patterns and trends, and identify where the business should focus to improve results



When an enterprise establishes a new strategy, operational or tactical goal, the assignment of
measurable milestones and results allows the organization to analyze success at a summary and detail
level



KPIs can be established at the individual, team, department, divisional, unit and business level and for
geographic locations and individual product or service organizations



KPIs help the enterprise to align activities and strategies at every level and analyze performance for
every component and aspect of the business

Key performance indicators are captured in a BI tool or module as a set of values that can then be measured,
depicted graphically, and analyzed to identify problems, issues, achievements and milestones.
To objectively measure, the enterprise must define KPIs with quantitative results that focus on finance, sales,
customers, internal processes, HR, training, and other strategic, tactical and operational areas relevant to the
organization.
If an employee is working to meet a metric to the detriment of another critical initiative or measurement, the
business will not succeed.
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Every business can better manage performance with appropriate KPIs, assuming the business is measuring the
right things.
Now, let’s consider the overall importance of Business Intelligence (BI) tools in the enterprise. We live in the
age of information, and everyone would agree that information is power! In the business enterprise, it is
imperative that everyone has the information they need in order to accurately and effectively fulfill their
business obligations.
In the past, only executives were privy to the type of reports and information that could help them understand
how the business was performing against plan and objectives. They used this information to plan for the future
and to make decisions about products, pricing, training, competition, markets, financials, budgets and many
other business factors.
Today, the pace of business is even faster! Market changes occur more quickly, and businesses must hire and
train resources with the right knowledge to do the job. Managers must organize and execute work using
optimized processes and collaborative efforts that keep the divisions, departments and organization in sync
and ensure that everyone is working toward the same objectives and goals.
Nearly every enterprise expects its employees to understand corporate goals and objectives and manage to
achieve the goals set by the executive team. But without clear communication to employees on their
performance matrix and expectations of results, and right information at the right time, it is impossible for
users to align activities, tasks and goals at the strategic, operational and tactical level.
Depending on spreadsheets, presentations, reports and standalone enterprise systems or databases makes it
impossible to find the data needed to make the best decision. An additional factor is the reality of today’s
mobile business environment and the disparate locations, and mobile workforce of the average enterprise.
Mobile Business Intelligence (BI) solutions ensure true business assessment and performance management, by
providing clear, concise results using data and information integrated from various sources and presented in a
mobile environment that clearly illustrates patterns, trends and problem areas and allows for swift action and
resolution.
Using custom designed and personalized KPIs, executives and users can manage objectively with full insight
and the enterprise can make faster, more accurate, course corrections and adapt to the changing market and
business landscape with ease and proficiency.

KPI as a Component of Business Intelligence and Corporate Performance
Within the past several decades, the concept of metrics and measurements has infiltrated every organization,
no matter how big or small, no matter what industry, location, product, service or market. Every business
manager and employee understands the importance of metrics in business.
When an organization establishes Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to define the boundaries and results that
determine success it can objectively manage results and determine what strategies, processes and tasks are
helping the company to achieve its goals and which activities and tasks must be adjusted to correct declining
results.
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When the enterprise establishes and monitors key performance indicators at the individual, team,
department, division and company level, they no longer have to guess at results or manually compile results
and numbers to determine whether goals and targets are met. Instead, they can drive results using objective
metrics with a complete picture of plan vs. actual for every perspective within the company.
Users can establish custom KPI frequencies to track results by month, by quarter or other time series and tailor
KPIs to departments, team and individuals.
Simple, intuitive Business Intelligence (BI) and Corporate Performance Management (CPM) tools support
tactical, strategic and operational goals and processes and ensure business success. The BI suite should be
mobile, practical, affordable, and easy to use and require minimal user training. It should be scalable for
growth and designed with sophisticated tools that allow the average user to analyze, filter, report and access
information integrated from enterprise systems and sources on-the-fly.
True business intelligence and concise key performance indicators can provide accurate data and enable
detailed measurement of processes and results, to keep the enterprise on track and ensure appropriate
market direction, customer, competition, and sales, marketing and financial strategy.
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) utilize integrated data and powerful expressions to plot a comprehensive
picture of results for pricing strategies, sales, marketing campaigns, customer satisfaction, team processes,
skills and knowledge, resource allocation, inventory, distribution, new product development and every other
critical business factor.
When integrated with a full suite of BI and CPM modules, KPI solution benefits the enterprise in many ways:
 Increased focus on measurable results


Performance is driven by objective metrics at every level empowerment and accountability across the
enterprise



KPI definition, communication, tracking and monitoring is simple, and there is no need for IT staff or
analyst help



The enterprise can establish flexible and personalized definitions, and flexible views for monitoring,
tracking and reporting



The enterprise can monitor and track performance against industry benchmarks and competitors



Management can establish a goal-centric performance environment



The organization can align resources to strategy



Managers can drive performance across functions, units, cost centers, departments and branches



The enterprise can optimize investment, and improve margins



The enterprise can build a strong foundation, processes and culture for scalability and future growth
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Objective metrics and measurements can be shared, presented, reported and analyzed quickly and
easily



The enterprise can objectively assess products and goals and take corrective action or change a
direction



KPI and integrated BI and enterprise systems ensure competitive advantage in the market and future
success



Effective product plans and management



The enterprise can optimize resources, budgets, marketing campaigns and schedules



Accurate sales results reporting and target adjustments



Simple, affordable and practical BI and KPI tools that scale to growth and are easy for every user



Mobile, customized dashboards and exception alerting provide BI and KPI for every user at any time in
any place

When the enterprise implements key performance metrics and indicators and a sophisticated, powerful BI
solution, it can effectively communicate and monitor results with accurate timely data for performance
measurement.
KPI definition is mandatory, but without accurate, timely data the organization cannot truly gather, compile,
filter or analyze information to determine whether the company is in compliance with the established KPIs.
When users can view integrated data and produce graphical representations, drill down and through data to
analyze root cause and monitor critical thresholds with exception alerting and personalized dashboards, they
can truly manage performance and make the right decisions.
The enterprise can revise KPIs based on changes in strategy and results and on market shifts and industry
benchmarks.
To fully leverage the opportunities and power of objective KPI metrics and BI features and functionality, the
enterprise Business Intelligence and Corporate Performance Management solution should include:


Simple, sophisticated definition of KPIs, using KPI formulae and expression, frequency, and threshold
levels in an environment that is mobile, easy-to-use, configure and customize



A secured solution and technology environment to protect information and to provide appropriate,
multi-layered access rights, so the right people see the right KPI information and can adjust tasks,
activities and processes in a collaborative environment



A flexible, intuitive KPI environment that ensures clear, concise tracking of performance indicators for
the period, and measures performance as compared to a previous period



Intuitive graphical, OLAP, cross-tab, cubes, gauges, and color highlights, report templates and
dashboard displays that allow users to see and analyze metrics and indicators in a clear, concise
manner to accurately present the information to management and other team member
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Detailed analysis of KPI performances and the reasons and root cause for the results, illustrated with
easy-to-use analytical features slice and dice and graphical data mining



Easily customized views that allow an end user to create a personal dashboard, reports and alerts
without the assistance of IT or analytical expertise



KPI module integration with all BI modules, analytics and other enterprise data sources and systems
ensures that data is accurate, timely and complete and alleviates the need to manually compile and
analyze data using undependable or burdensome techniques and tools.

Managing and Growing a Business Using Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
Let’s consider the experience of a Business Intelligence solution client and the issues they faced in effectively
measuring and managing the business.
The company is a market leader in retail with a mix of products that run the gamut from clothing and
accessories to tires, household goods and electronics.
The enterprise undertook a search for a Business Intelligence Solution to build a strong decision
support system that could highlight supply and inventory performance, monitor shipping, purchases,
suppliers, point of sale and location and geography specific buying behaviors and sales results and
patterns.
The BI solution would need to connect to any of the data sources across the organization and all its
locations, and build optimized multidimensional data models based on current data and results. This
solution would derive information that could help the enterprise make swift, confident decisions and
course corrections.
In order to make sense of the BI data, the organization would have to develop key performance
indicators and metrics against which it could compare results, determine success and establish,
manage, monitor and shift strategic, operational and tactical goals across the organization.
The enterprise selected KPI metrics to measure capital expenditures, store portfolios, return on
investment for new stores and departments, sales per square foot at store locations, customer
satisfaction and buying behavior.
Customized views and refined KPIs supported each of the unique responsibilities of store managers,
product verticals, buyers, and other roles and aligned with strategic, operational and tactical goals to
produce results at every level that could be shared, analyzed and compared against historical patterns
and help to identify trends and modify goals and targets.
With integrated information and views of data from multiple systems and a cascaded strategy and
corporate alignment, the retail enterprise enabled simplified KPI management and tracking with
sophisticated formulae and expressions that were simple enough for every employee to use and
flexible frequency, and threshold levels to satisfy every retail cycle.
This analysis and measurement enabled clear, concise definition and tracking of performance
indicators for a period, and measured performance as compared to a previous period and as
compared to goals and targets.
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The enterprise combined its KPI approach with personalized other BI and CPM features and
functionality like dashboards, forecasting and predictive analysis, what if and sensitivity analysis,
cross-tab OLAP analysis and graphical OLAP, custom exception reporting and alerts, a reporting
module and publishing and delivery agent, balanced scorecards and data extraction, transformation
and cube management functionality.
A simple, user friendly interface allowed all users to leverage the BI and KPI solution on the road and
from any of the many enterprise locations. The enterprise was able to achieve a swift return on
investment (ROI) and decreased total cost of ownership (TCO) with tools that encouraged user
adoption and were suitable for every business user; requiring no programming or expert support.
Browser-based architecture and mobile access that supports all popular Smart Phones and Tablet
Computing devices ensures scalable growth and swift integration of data from disparate sources so
users have access to concise, up-to-date information both at all times.
The enterprise considered licensing and implementation options for on-premises implementation and
hosted, Software as a Service (SaaS) implementation and selected the SaaS model to ensure costeffective, worry-free accessibility, maintenance and support and secured access.
This example is indicative of the results an enterprise can expect and the benefits it can achieve by
implementing a comprehensive KPI strategy and selecting a practical, user-friendly BI and CPM environment
that ensures alignment across the enterprise, continued growth and business success and scalable accessible
solutions for the present and future business environment.

Conclusion
The wise enterprise recognizes the need for objective metrics and measurements and the real need to provide
a foundation and environment in which the enterprise and its users can participate in business success, gather,
filter and analyze information and establish metrics to monitor and manage results at every level in the
organization.
To meet these goals, an enterprise must select a sophisticated BI solution with powerful KPI and other BI and
CPM features that are simple enough for every user and accessible from within and outside the walls of the
enterprise.
This solution must provide complex features and functionality in a practical, scalable architecture that provides
swift ROI and low TCO, as well as customization and personalization features that allow every user to see
information integrated from enterprise sources in a format and view that is meaningful to their roles and
responsibilities.
With objective metrics, an enterprise can avoid guess work and manage decisions, issues, problems, results,
resources, finances, production and all other facets of the organization with complete confidence and an
optimized approach that will ensure appropriate use of resources and budgets and allow the company to make
quick course corrections and changes to accommodate the market, customers and business competition.
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About ElegantJ BI
ElegantJ BI Business Intelligence and Corporate Performance Management suite provides sophisticated,
powerful tools in an easy-to-use interface that can be leveraged by every user without the assistance of IT staff
or analysts. ElegantJ BI benefits the enterprise with a short implementation cycle that is completed in weeks rather than months or years - and ensures swift return on investment, and low total cost of ownership.
ElegantJ BI is a unified, 100% browser-based software suite that provides comprehensive, sophisticated
business intelligence tools including balanced scorecards, dashboards, key performance indicators, sensitivity
and impact analysis, forecasting and predictive analysis, cross-tab OLAP, graphical OLAP, exception alerts, as
well as a publishing and delivery agent, reporting, and data extraction, transformation and cube management.
With this BI suite, every organization can gather, compile, filter and analyze data and achieve complete insight
into the root cause of problems. Users can personalize views to present information in a way that is
meaningful to their roles and job function.
Our clients can achieve true business intelligence, attract and retain customers, build a competitive market
advantage, increase revenue and decrease operating expenses. Our BI tools and features ensure clear, concise
data analysis and user access to critical information resulting in more confident decisions and consistent,
dependable achievement of goals and objectives at the strategic, tactical and operational level.
The ElegantJ BI solution is based on industry standard enterprise architecture and supports interoperability
with most popular platforms, frameworks, operating systems and data sources. ElegantJ BI solutions are
simple, practical, and affordable and are supported by cost-effective on-premises or hosted, Software as a
Service (SaaS) licensing options for worry free maintenance, upgrade and support.
ElegantJ BI is used by clients around the world and is suitable for businesses of all sizes, and all functions and
industries. Our BI and CPM solutions are designed for mobile access supporting all popular Smart Phones and
Tablet Computing devices and enabling users to access business intelligence in the office or while on move.
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